Dedicated to the 25th anniversary of a cultural, social and political phenomenon of the Baltic Rout
Intangible historic cultural capacities remains concentrated and possessed in most of the WH towns.
Global challenges and given current historic situation actualize general need to focus on the historic knowledge and experiences of the WH towns – their intangible values, not the physical ones.
Today it’s needed to more learn, communicate, understand and get integrated with each other than remain focused on own methodic and technologic matters of historic properties preservation.
Evolution in heritage preservation from object and complex to integrated management of urban sites and cultural landscapes
Evolution in heritage preservation from physical treatment to communication, comparative analysis, exchange and corporate action.
Resiliency potentially capable to prevent or confront the crisis could be augmented by rediscovering and recognizing common positive driving factors that caused historic success of integral urban progress of the WH towns.
The Baltic WH Rout project started in 2012 initiates a consolidated and corporate action in WH promotion and tourism development.
The Baltic WH Rout project started in 2012 is planned to be continued in 2014 – 2020
One of an innovative and creative means – the WH Research, Information and Communication Centre intended to be found in Vilnius.
The WH Research, Information and Communication Centre: integral collection of information, permanent communication with local and global city researches and residents
Thematic historic research and comparative analysis
WH Research, Information and Communication Centre: monitoring and research of physical state of historic properties
WH Research, Information and Communication Centre: search and build links with WH towns through finding common needs, interests and historic cultural denominators
Examples: A.G. Casparini organ project, www.casparini.lt
Examples: success stories from the regional partners
Examples: development of new historic narratives aimed to properly meet and respond to contemporary conflicts and ideological historic facts’ manipulations
Development of WH Research, Information and Communication Centers could be an effective innovative instrument consolidating and strengthening regional cooperation of WH towns.
Thanks for your kind attention
WWW.VSAA.LT
AND DO NOT FORGET - HISTORY IS CYCLIC